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ART, IMPERMANENCE & ANICCA
Heidi Thompson

The act of  painting with its chain reaction of  cause and effect, 
from conception to completion, seems governed by conscious 
choices, aesthetic emotions, accidents and tendencies of  the 
medium. For me, the creative experience likens diving into 
life's perpetual stream and becoming one with her current. I 
am both participant and observer.  As the paint  splatters, 
flows and veils, I feel pleasure or discord with  the particular 
combination or quality of  colour produced. Sometimes I'm 
inspired - the image glows, there is harmonious order or 
tantalizing tactility. Later, a new image appears, evoking 
sensations of  indifference and dissatisfaction. While 
experiencing degrees of  aesthetic attraction or repulsion there 
comes a stage when the painting's composition reverberates 
with my finer sensibility. Something of  beauty unfolds before 
me, although I can't explain why. Perhaps beauty lies not in the 
painting's actual image, rather in its expression of  change -  
visible traces of  a transitory existence. Despite that there is 
nothing to hang on to, I find solace in this realization. 
Knowing, that in some way, the image expresses nature's law 
of  impermanence - with her microcosm of  spinning particles, 
sub-atomic wavelets and vibrating energy constantly 
materializing and dematerializing. The painting seems to 
isolate and magnify a moment of  Reality, and mirror Her 
eternal movement, a movement expressing that which I am, a 
changing phenomenon, a flow of  life – anicca.



Salazar Contemporary Art Exhibits, La Jolla, California 2012 

Photo by Jack Foster Mancilla - LensLord™ -lenslord.com



THE ESSENCE OF MANIFESTATION: THE ABSTRACTIONS OF HEIDI THOMPSON
JAMES D. CAMPBELL, CANADIAN ART CRITIC AND CURATOR

“The progression of  a painter's work as it travels in time from point to point, will be toward 
clarity… toward the elimination of  all obstacles between the painter and the idea… and the idea 
and the observer.. To achieve this clarity is inevitably to be understood.” -- Mark Rothko

It is a rare phenomenon to experience abstractions that speak directly to the heart. No word of  
representation, but the idiom is immediately and immanently understood. Not as a panacea for 
existential conditions outside of  painting, but a tribute to an intrinsically healing art that values 
clarity above all else.
     Claude Tousignant, one of  Canada's premier abstractionists, has often spoken of  his insistent 
desire to create paintings that are objects in their own right. He wants to void all referents to a 
world outside paintings that are made to induce sensation alone. Indeed, for him, the sovereign 
thinghood of  a painting is the only signification worth fighting for. Well, his remark resonates 
when we spend time with Heidi Thompson's resplendent new work. But her paintings are far 
from mute or self-contained objects, and are not predicated upon emptying out all references to 
the external world. Instead, they seem to irradiate the void with something that is palpably Mind, 
and well, they simply are.
     Indeed, the remarkable thing about her abstractions is the lasting claim they stake upon us. 
They are magnetic things. They pull us into their orbits, and we are complicit in the making of  
meaning through contemplation. In this sense, they are like mandalas, mantras and mudras. They 
coax out of  us the sounds of  silence, body and soul. Through their sensuous presences, they lead 
us not into taxonomy but into an appreciation of  the colour field as a living entity, somehow 
inhaling and exhaling alongside us. 
     The dynamism of  this work is in the reception, not in the utopian signifiers of  colour and 
form. The myriad luminescences that unfold in the surfaces of  these paintings are like solar flares, 
but without any deleterious effects.  Instead, they settle within us like tiered textures of  light that 
buoy us up.
     The philosopher Michel Henry defines life -- within a phenomenological perspective -- as that 
which possesses "the faculty and the power to feel and to experience oneself  in every point of  its 
being"[1]. Similarly, Heidi Thompson in her abstractions incarnates life as force and affect 



through chroma and chromatic density alone, and does so in order to lead us out of  darkness into 
joy. Hers' are paintings of  radical immanence, which herald the way towards pure thought. Her 
paintings are pulsating and effulgent affirmations of  life. The painter Jaison Cianelli has said:

“When you see a clear river you're less afraid to go out into its deep waters. It's peaceful. You stay 
in it longer, and you even let your feet touch its bottom. Like a crystal clear river, a clear mind is the 
key to being at peace and living in the present moment. A mind filled with the murkiness of  worry 
and haste is a confused and overloaded mind that will increase stress, lower productivity and lead 
the way to unhappiness and ill health. I have found that by painting intuitively, not only do I clear 
my mind, but I receive spiritual healing seated deep within my heart.” [2]

Heidi Thompson is a painter of  intuition. Her work speaks directly to heart and mind.  She also 
practices meditation. Perhaps this practice inflects and sustains paintings that are about clarity, 
above all.  If  I call her painting 'healing' here, it is because I have been changed by her art. Indeed, I 
salute her resilient spirit of  affirmation, meditative intensity -- and, not least, her pursuit of  the 
clarity of  which Rothko so eloquently spoke. 

Endnotes
1. See Michel Henry, at http://www.wikipedia.org/.
2. Painting a Spiritual Journey Inward - Art as Meditation
by Jaison Cianelli http://www.newageinfo.com/painting-spiritual-meditation.htm

James D. Campbell  is an independent curator and art writer living in Montréal who has published 
numerous monographs, essays and reviews. Recently curated exhibitions, which were 
accompanied by catalogues, include Ron Martin, The Geometric Painting: 1981-1985 and Murray 
Favro: The Guitars 1966-1989 at the Mackenzie Art Gallery in Regina, and Abstract Practices II 
at The Power Plant in Toronto. He also lectures on photography and contemporary art and is a 
regular contributor to art periodicals such as C Magazine. 



San Diego Art Fair 2012

Photo by Jack Foster Mancilla - LensLord™ -lenslord.com



“Life begins somewhere in an unknown darkness and becomes 
visible as its energies spin into matter, a seed – a perceivable state. 
Yet, without a moment's rest Life vibrates, multiplies and grows into 
a flowering manifestation – a tangible, earthly, most harmonious form. 
No sooner does Life blossom does it continue its transformation. Its 
solidity divides, disintegrates, dissipates into trillions of  subatomic 
particles. Without a pause, its very essence disappears behind the veil 
of  our consciousness – into what some understand as nothingness or 
death… 

Cerulean Blue Patina 2011
Acrylic/Canvas

90” x 66”





“The artist, however – that is, the poet and the painter – 
has never lost his original function and establishes the 
unity of  the ultimate by reducing all phenomena to the 
terms of  the sensual. For sensuality is the one basic human 
quality necessary for the appreciation of  all truth.” 
Mark Rothko



Light, Matter, Space 2011, Acrylic/Canvas 66” x 90”



Passion Potential 2013, Acrylic/Canvas 60” x 50”



Heart of  Lightness 2013, Acrylic/Canvas 60” x 50”



Blue Silence Resonating 2013, Acrylic/Canvas 36” x 36”



Cadmium Orange Energy 2013, Acrylic/Canvas 36” x 36”



Radiance 2014, Acrylic/Canvas 50” x 46”



Soul Drama 2014, Acrylic/Canvas 50” x 46”



“So when you are alert and contemplate a flower, crystal, or bird without 
naming it mentally, it becomes a window for you into the formless. There 
is an inner opening, however slight, into the realm of  spirit.”  Eckhart Tolle

Passion Joy 2014 
Acrylic/Canvas

90” x 66”





Rising Prana 2013, Acrylic/Canvas 60” x 50”



Rainbow Patina 2013, Acrylic/Canvas 60” x 50”





Yellow Energy Violet Space 2013, Acrylic/Canvas 60” x 50”



White Light Breaking Through 2013, Acrylic/Canvas 60” x 36”



Antique Patina 2013, Acrylic/Canvas 60” x 36”



Inspired Explosion 2013
Acrylic/Canvas

90” x 66”





“We hear some artists speak today of  the act of  painting, but 
a State of  Mind is the first preparation and from this the 
action proceeds. Peace of  Mind is another ideal, perhaps 
the ideal state to be sought for in the painting and certainly 
preparatory to the act.” Mark Tobey



Awakening 2013, Acrylic/Canvas 60” x 36”



…All life, including humans or their art, are expressions of  any one moment 
in this perpetual cycle. Paintings are tangible expressions of  one's mind and 
body – manifestations within this cycle. Out of  nothingness, propelled by an 
energy and invisible impulse, a tangible form takes shape comprising shapes,
lines, specks, and colours - vibrating, resonating, harmonizing. Sometimes there 
appears to be unity, continuity, purpose; other times there appears to be disintegration 
and chaos.  Yet, the work is still form – and solidity, by law, is destined to disintegrate. 
Perhaps, wisdom is that quality of  perception which helps one realize and accept 
one's integral participation in Life's cycle. Perhaps peace comes from witnessing 
one's transformation and disintegration, while knowing that Life forever continues its 
perpetual movement, even when the observer is no longer - knowing that one's very 
Self, will inevitably disappear behind that mysterious veil.”  Heidi Thompson

Yellow Orange Energy 2011
Acrylic/Canvas

90” x 66”





“When you contemplate the unfathomable depth of  space or listen to 
the silence in the early hours just before sunrise, something within you 
resonates with it as if  in recognition. You then sense the vast depth of  
space as your own depth, and you know that precious stillness that has 
no form to be more deeply who you are than any of  the things that make 
up the content of  your life.”  Eckhart Tolle - A New Earth

Green Yellow Field 2011
Acrylic/Canvas

64” x 54”





Orange Energy Blue Space 2014, Acrylic/Canvas 50” x 46”



Energy Patina 2014, Acrylic/Canvas 50” x 46”



Orange Green Patina 2012 
Acrylic/Canvas 
50” x 40”



Celebration 2012
Acrylic/Canvas

50” x 40”



"I am, to the best of  my ability, a non-conceptual artist. To achieve this, I 
shut off  my thinking brain when I paint. For me, thinking is useful for 
some things, but most of  the times creates a complex, dead-end labyrinth 
– a self-indulgent mental trap. Within this trap, the best I can do is 
convolute, construct, mimic, and pretend – no real creativity happens. 
When I am caught in conditioned thought, I'm not free. In an effort to 
experience freedom from thought, I paint or meditate.” – Heidi Thompson

Orange Breaking Over Blue 2011
Acrylic/Canvas

50” x 48”





“Just as space enables all things to exist and just as without silence 
there could be no sound, you would not exist without the vital formless 
dimension that is the essence of  who you are.” Eckhart Tolle - A New Earth

Orange Blue Yellow Patina 2011
Acrylic/Canvas

64” x 48”





 “When you are no longer totally identified with forms, 
consciousness – who you are – becomes freed from its 
imprisonment in form. This freedom is the arising of  inner 
space. It comes as a stillness, a subtle peace deep within you, 
even in the face of  something seemingly bad.”  Eckhart Tolle 

Orange Yellow Patina 2011
Acrylic/Canvas

64” x 48”





“The outer purpose of  the universe is to create form and experience the 
interaction of  forms – the play, the dream, the drama, or whatever you 
choose to call it. Its inner purpose is to awaken to its formless essence. 
Then comes the reconciliation of  outer and inner purpose: to bring that 
essence – consciousness – into the world of  form and thereby transform 
the world.”  Eckhart Tolle 

Aspiration 2013
Acrylic/Canvas

50” x 40”





“The lower forms are constantly and ceaselessly active, 
endlessly assuming the forms of  impulsive desires or 
dynamic mental thought forms, and it is only as this “form-
taking” is controlled and the tumult of  the lower nature 
stilled that it becomes possible for the inner ruling entity to 
liberate himself  from thralldom and impose his vibration 
upon the lower modifications. This is achieved through 
concentration--the concentrated effort of  the soul to hold 
steadily the position of  observer, or perceiver and of  seer. 
When he can do this the lower “spectacle” of  the rapidly 
changing forms of  thought and desire fades away, and the 
realm of  the soul, the true field of  soul knowledge, can be 
seen and contacted.” Sutra from Patanjali



Jewel Patina 2013, Acrylic/Canvas 50” x 40”



Eternal Optimism 2012 
Acrylic/Canvas 
50” x 46”



August Dancing 2012
Acrylic/Canvas

50” x 46”



“Ultimately, I feel that a painting says more than a natural phenomenon – a sunset, 
a mountain range, a field of  flowers. Not because paintings are more beautiful or 
perfect than nature, but they express our humanity with all our flaws, discordances, 
irrationalities, imbalances, fears, and desires. Paintings communicate something 
about who we are. When I look at my paintings, they evoke emotions that resonate 
with that mysterious Something beyond nature. Perhaps this feeling is the closest I 
will ever come to experiencing my Soul, or that subtle, mysterious part of  me, 
whatever it is called. Maybe this explains why a painting means so much more to 
me than a blooming rose or a vast ocean. Nature, no matter how lovely or 
inspiring, just can't communicate our humanness in the same way that paintings 
can.” – Heidi Thompson 

September Passion  2012
Acrylic/Canvas

50” x 46”





“The Zen artist, on the other hand, tries to suggest by the 
simplest possible means the inherent nature of  the aesthetic 
object. Anything may be painted, or expressed in poetry, and 
any sounds may become music. The job of  the artist is to suggest 
the essence, the eternal qualities of  the object, which is in itself  a 
work of  natural art before the artist arrives on the scene. In order 
to achieve this, the artist must fully understand the inner nature of  
the aesthetic object, its Buddha nature. This is the hard part. 
Technique, though important, is useless without it; and the actual 
execution of  the art work may be startlingly spontaneous, once the 
artist has comprehended the essence of  his subject.”  Eric Lieberman

Red Yellow Blue Patina 2011
Acrylic/Canvas

50” x 46”





“We stand at the river's edge knowing that the next step is 
most difficult. Our minds say stop - hesitant to release the 
illusive ropes of  attachment preventing us from leaping 
forward. But, the time has come to plunge. Become the river. 
Feel its current flowing through our veins. Only while 
swimming in this ever-changing stream will we know. Jump!  
Become one with the Flow. Become one with each other.” 
Heidi Thompson

Orange Breaking Through 2012
Acrylic/Canvas

50” x 46”





Fire and Rain 2012, Acrylic/Canvas 64” x 48”



Yellow Blue Melody 2012, Acrylic/Canvas 64” x 48”



Soul Resonance 2010, Acrylic/Canvas 64” x 48”



Emerald Energy Field 2010, Acrylic/Canvas, 64” x 48” 



“You ask, how can we know the Infinite? I answer, not by 
reason. It is the office of  reason to distinguish and define. 
The infinite, therefore, cannot be ranked among its objects. 
You can only apprehend the infinite by a faculty superior to 
reason, by entering into a state in which you are your finite 
self  no longer – in which the divine essence is communicated 
to you. This is ecstasy. It is the liberation of  your mind from 
its finite consciousness. Like can only apprehend like; when 
you thus cease to be finite, you become one with the infinite. 
In the reduction of  your soul to its simplest self, its divine 
essence, you realize this union – this identity.” Plotinus

January Blue Field 2009
Acrylic/Canvas

60” x 58”





Light Blue Infinity 2010
Acrylic/Canvas

90” x 66”

“Now I see what you are trying to get at in your future 
paintings. You want to show the perfect nonduality (perfect 
unity) amid life's spectacular diversity. That unity radiates 
occasionally from a person's entire being as selfless innate 
love and encompasses everything around him/her and 
beyond. This is the quantum field in figurative form that we 
experience in deep meditation, and I believe, you want to 
recreate. Such an art will instantly draw the attention of  the 
viewer and make him/her wonder about the reality of  life.” 
Tushar Ray





Expanding Stillness 2010 
Acrylic/Canvas 

90” x 66”

“If  you study Japanese art, you see a man who is undoubtedly 
wise, philosophic and intelligent, who spends his time how? In 
studying the distance between the earth and moon? No. In 
studying the policy of  Bismarck? No. He studies a single blade 
of  grass. But this blade of  grass leads him to draw every plant 
and then the seasons, the wide aspects of  the countryside, then 
the animals, then the human figure. So he passes life, and life is 
too short to do the whole.” Vincent Van Gogh





“Learning a technique may provide us with a job, but it will 
not make us creative, whereas, if  there is joy, if  there is the 
creative fire, it will find a way to express itself, one need not 
study a method of  expression. When one really wants to 
write a poem, one writes it, and if  one has the technique, so 
much the better; but why stress what is but a means of  
communication if  one has nothing to say? When there  is 
love in our hearts, we do not search for a way of  putting 
words together.”  Krishnamurti

Large Green Field 2010
Acrylic/Canvas

90” x 66”





“I don't want finalities anymore, I wanted the endless 
extensions. I couldn't stand the separation between space 
and figures anymore. I had to demolish it in some way with 
moveable lines and vortexes. My idea is to have one place 
with different dimensions within that plane.” Mark Tobey

Large Red Field 2010
Acrylic/Canvas 

90” x 66”





“I believe that painting should come through the avenues 
of  meditation rather than the canals of  action.” Mark Tobey

Large Orange Field 2010
Acrylic on Canvas

90” x 66”





“There are two paths leading to the Spiritual; the path of  
learning, of  direct exercises (meditation etc.) and the slow 
certain path of  evolution. The latter manifests itself  in art. 
One may observe in art the slow growth towards the 
Spiritual, while those who produce it remain unaware of  
this. The conscious path of  learning usually leads to the 
corruption of  art. Should these two paths coincide, that is 
to say that the creator has reached the stage of  evolution 
where conscious, spiritual, direct activity is possible, then 
one has attained the ideal art.” Piet Mondrian



Magenta Field 2010 Acrylic/Canvas 60” x 50”



“For me, there exists no idea, image, symbol or thing, 
whether from my imagination or the 'real world' of  art 
and objects that would suitably express my experience 
of  Unity. So, knowing this, I simply paint. And maybe 
by chance, the work's colour, light, or no-thingness will 
draw me into Oneness.” –Heidi Thompson

Eternal Awakening 2010
Acrylic/Canvas

60” x 50”





Large White Field 2010 Acrylic/Canvas 90” x 66”



Earth Energy 2010 Acrylic/Canvas 90” x 66”



“Be a light unto thyself."
The final words of  Gautama the Buddha

Warm Grey Gently Falling 2013
Acrylic on Canvas

50” x 46”





HEIDI THOMPSON, born 1956, grew up in Vernon, a small 
town in Western Canada. At seventeen, restless to explore the 
world, she moved to Switzerland where she studied photography 
at the Kunstgewerbeschule in Zürich. After receiving her four year 
diploma, she apprenticed with the German painter, Oskar Koller 
in Nürnberg. Determined to pursue her love of  painting, she 
continued studying fine art at Nürnberg's Akademie der Bildene 
Kunste and then for another year at the Hungarian Academy for Art  
in Budapest. After seven years of  schooling, she returned to 
Vernon, and set up a photography and art studio, exhibiting her 
work in the U.S. and Canada. Later she became a teacher, 
published two books, and taught art to children and adults. 

Painting has always provided Thompson with a means to express 
her feelings and ideas about humanity. While in Europe, she chose 
external scenes, particularly images of  people who encapsulated 
the beauty of  the human condition. These images were 
melancholic, sketched in black and white or painted in a German 
Expressionistic style. As the years passed, Thompson became 
increasingly passionate about understanding her deeper psyche 
and studied books from various occult writers, spiritual teachers 
and philosophers. Reading books and gaining intellectual 
knowledge became limited, and seeking actual experience, she 
began exploring meditation techniques. 

In 1981, Thompson returned to Canada where she began working 
as a freelance photographer and painter. In 1986, she discovered 
Vipassana Meditation, a technique which provided the serious, non-
sectarian practice she was seeking. Only gradually, after many 
years of  practice, did it become apparent that meditating affected 
her painting style. 



No longer did she paint images from the external, ”realistic” world, 
but devised a painterly language, that more accurately expressed 
reality as she experienced it. Her paintings evolved into non-
objective, minimalistic, over-all fields. These optically 
monochromatic fields, upon closer examination, comprise a 
multitude of  colours, fragments, lines and random particles, 
oscillating in deep space. Other works, referred to as Anicca Paintings 
expose many layers of  textured and eroded paint resembling 
weathered patinas. 

In 1983, she married Edward Thompson, a guitar-maker and in 
1989 gave birth to their daughter, Carmen. These life-affirming 
experiences also influenced Thompson's move away from somber 
themes. By the early 90's, her paintings were completely void of  
recognizable objects and themes. Their content comprised simply 
texture, colour, light and movement.

Thompson believes that her early paintings were influenced by 
social and cultural conditioning, including her education and  

thexposure to 20  Century Western European artists. After returning 
to Canada, she was also inspired by the American Abstract 
Expressionists, particularly those whose work evolved into overall 
field paintings like Mark Tobey, Jackson Pollock and Mark Rothko.  
Thompson's paintings, although a synthesis of  these past 
connections, seems to have developed their own uniqueness, rooted 
in Thompson's personal experience and meditation practice. 

Thompson hopes that her paintings will allow the viewer to 
transcend the thinking mind and connect with the “feeling mind”. 
She believes that it is through the awareness of  sensations, and the 
insight that all thoughts and feelings are impermanent, that one can 
liberate oneself  from conditioning and attachment.



Heidi Thompson
9905 Coldstream Creek Road
Coldstream, B.C. V1B 1C8 Canada
Website: www.heidithompson.ca  
Email: htcthompson@hotmail.com

Heidi Thompson at Headbones Gallery, Canada 2011 (www.headbonesgallery.com)



HEIDI THOMPSON
BFA, BCCT, Swiss Dipl. Photography

EDUCATION
1975-1979  Attended the Kunstgewerbeschule Zürich (University of  Art & Design Zürich) earning a Swiss 
Professional Photography Diploma. 

1978  Selected photographer to document the Zürich Chamber Orchestra for a solo exhibition which 
was published into a book in 1979. Traveled for one month with the orchestra. Photographed 
soloists including Yehudi Menuhin, Paul Tortelier, Peter-Lucas Graf  and Louis Duquenoy. 

1979  Selected photographer to document Robert Ryman at work before and during the opening 
of  I.N.K.(International Neue Kunst Gallery), Zürich.

1979-1980  Apprenticed with German painter, Oskar Koller in Nürnberg, Germany.

1980-1981  Studied painting at the Akademie der Bildende Künste in Nürnberg (College for Fine Art 
Nürnberg) with Professor Ernst Weil. Became friends with Klaus Schmidt, former student of  
Austrian painter, Oskar Kokoschka. 

1981-1982  Attended first year of  the five-year master's art program, Hungarian Academy for Fine 
Art (Kepzomuvezeti Foiskola) in Budapest under the instruction of  Professor Kokas Ignacs. 

1983  Returned to Canada and established a photography/art studio in Vernon, B.C. 
Exhibited paintings and photography in Canada and USA.

1984  Received B.C. Cultural Grant through the Kelowna Public Art Gallery for preparation, 
travel and exhibition of  a photography project entitled, Portrait of  Artists.

1995  Published Recapitulation, the work and life of  Canadian /Italian painter, Sveva Caetani.

2001  Earned a B.F.A., Open University of  British Columbia.

2002  Completed Post-Secondary School Internship Program, University of  
Victoria. Received B.C. Teaching Certificate.

2002-2006  Taught art in high schools and developed ArtQuest programs for young people. 
Developed curriculum workshops for Secondary School Art Teachers.

2006-2009  Paints full-time



EXHIBITIONS
2013    Switzerland Galerie Halde (represented)
2013    Calgary Planet Art Gallery (represented)
2012    Montreal Galerie D’Avignon  (represented)
2012    La Jolla Salazar Contemporary Art Exhibits  (represented)
2011    San Antonio Gallery Nord  (group)
2011    San Diego Alexander Salazar Fine Art Gallery  (represented)
2011    Vernon Headbones Gallery, “The Colour Experience” (solo)
2010    Atlanta Bill Lowe Gallery, “Bloom” (solo)
2009    Atlanta Bill Lowe Gallery, Viva La Internacional 
2009    Toronto Headbones Gallery (group)
2009    Vernon Vertigo Gallery (solo)
2009    New York Lana Santorelli Gallery in “Thaw” & “Movment”
2009    Markam Varley Art Gallery (group)
2009    Toronto Lausberg Contemporary (group) “Blues Exhibit”
2008    Montreal Galerie Samuel Lallouz (group)
2008    New York Lana Santorelli Gallery (group) “Abstract Exhibit”
2008    Grand Forks Grand Forks Art Gallery (solo)
2006    Toronto The Drawers - Headbones Art Gallery (represented)
2005    Vernon Vernon Public Art Gallery (group)
2000    Vernon Headbones Art Gallery  (group)
2000    Vancouver Howe Street Art Gallery (represented)
1996    Vernon Headbones Art Gallery (solo)
1994    Vancouver Simon Patrich Art Gallery (represented)
1992    New York Viridian Art Gallery (represented)
1991    Kelowna Kelowna City Hall (solo)
1991    Vancouver BC Festival of  the Arts
1989    Vancouver Robson Square Media Centre (group)
1989    Vancouver Community Arts Centre/BC WomenArtists (solo)
1987    Vernon Topham Brown Public Art Gallery (solo)
1985    Grand Forks Grand Forks Public Art Gallery (solo)
1985    Kelowna Kelowna Public Art Gallery (solo)
1983    Vancouver BC Festival of  the Arts (Juried) 
1981    Budapest Hungarian State University (group)
1980    Nürnberg Kom Youth Centre  (solo)
1980    Nürnberg Gallerie der Stadt (group)
1978    Zürich Witikon Community Centre (solo)



AWARDS & GRANTS
th

2006 Red Ink Works won 11  place in Script Competition
1996 Received the VanCity Book of  Excellence Award for Recapitulation
1984 Received a B.C Cultural Grant for “Portraits of  Artists” exhibit

PUBLICATIONS & ARTICLES
2008 Featured in Okanagan Arts Magazine, “Art & Attention”
2007    Photographs & interview Okanagan Life
1992    Featured artist in an article in Okanagan Life, 
1989    Illustrated and published Little Bear Book
1989    Published drawings in Gallerie, Vancouver based magazine
1985    Illustrations for 4 books entitled, Reflections, 
1980    Photographs, Professional Camera, Germany
1979    100 Photographs  Zürich Chamber Orchestra 

COLLECTIONS
2007    Samuel Lallouz, Private Collection
2006    Mraz Collection, Toronto
2004    Private collection of  Robert Keller, USA
2006    Corporate collection, Benefit Plan Administrators  

LECTURES & WORKSHOPS  
2013 TEDxKelowna - Speaker
2009 Vertigo Gallery Art & Attention Workshop
2008 Grand Forks Art Gallery Workshop Art & Attention
2007 British Columbia Art's Council funded lecture series, 

Strategies for Teaching Art
2006 Lecture & presentation on the art of Sveva Caetani,   

Salmon Arm Teacher's Association
2006    Art workshop Kelowna Teachers Association, 
2005    Lecture & presentation: Art of  Sveva Caetani, Rome,
1998    Filmed by CBC Spilled Milk with an interview on 
            Advanced Attention Development program
1997 Workshop Advanced Attention Development. 

conducted  in Vancouver and Vernon schools.
1996    Lecture Sveva Caetani, Dante Alighieri Institute,  Toronto
1995    Lecture & presentation on Sveva Caetani, Italian Cultural Center 




